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Microtubule Structure at 8 A˚ Resolution
deed, at a resolution around 6 A˚, the structures appearHuilin Li,1 David J. DeRosier,1,4
William V. Nicholson,1 Eva Nogales,1,2 essentially indistinguishable [4], although, at higher res-
olution, differences in side chains and some differencesand Kenneth H. Downing1,3
1Life Sciences Division in secondary structure are identified.
Dimers connect head to tail to form protofilamentsLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, California 94720 (pf ), and protofilaments assemble side by side to form
the microtubule. Both in vivo and (under some condi-2 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology tions) in vitro, most microtubules have 13 protofila-
ments, although this number can vary from 9 to 16 [5].University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720 The protofilaments follow a helical path around the mi-
crotubule axis with a long pitch, often called the su-
perhelix, but, in microtubules with 13 protofilaments,
they are essentially parallel to the microtubule axis, withSummary
no helical twist. This special feature is exploited in our
microtubule image processing procedure. The mono-We have obtained a 3D reconstruction of intact micro-
tubules, using cryoelectron microscopy and image mers follow a shallow, left-handed helix. In most micro-
tubule types, including those with 13 protofilaments,processing, at a resolution of about 8 A˚, sufficient to
resolve much of the secondary structure. The level of this helix rises by three monomers in one turn around
the axis, producing what is termed a three-start helix.detail in the map allows docking of the tubulin struc-
ture previously determined by electron crystallogra- Since the rise corresponds to one and a half dimers,
there is a seam running along the length of the microtu-phy, with very strong constraints, providing several
important insights not previously available through bule where different types of monomers become neigh-
bors. Thus, 13 pf microtubules are not strictly helical indocking tubulin into lower-resolution maps. This work
provides an improved picture of the interactions be- the sense of all heterodimers being related by the helical
symmetry. In fact, only a few of the naturally occurringtween adjacent protofilaments, which are responsible
for microtubule stability, and also suggests that some microtubule types, such as 12 pf, two-start types and
15 and 16 pf, four-start types, have such symmetry andstructural features are different in microtubules from
those in the zinc sheets with which the tubulin struc- are amenable to helical image processing. If the differ-
ences between  and  are ignored, though, all mi-ture was determined.
crotubules can be considered true helices. The 13 pf
microtubules, though, are degenerate helices, as theirIntroduction
protofilaments run parallel to the axis. The Fourier trans-
form of a helix consists of a set of layer lines, eachMicrotubules play fundamental roles throughout the life
of eukaryotic cells. These roles often depend on the populated with a set of Bessel functions that derive
from the helix structure. In conventional helical imagedynamic instability of microtubules and its regulation by
cellular factors. The dynamic behavior of microtubules processing, values for the Bessel functions are deter-
mined from Fourier transforms of images and are usedhas been the subject of great interest for several de-
cades, but only recently has the structure of tubulin to compute the helix structure. In the case of 13 pf
microtubules, however, layer lines contain overlappingallowed us to begin to understand the molecular basis
of the dynamics [1]. In order to advance our knowledge Bessel functions of different order. This adds a degree
of complication in analyzing images by helical methods.of the regulation of the microtubule cytoskeleton, we
must develop a better understanding of the interactions Helical methods have been used with notable success
in reconstructing microtubules and motor-decoratedamong the tubulin subunits within a microtubule. The
structure of the intact microtubule that we report on microtubules [6–10], although the resolution has gener-
ally been limited to 15–20 A˚. Back projection methodshere reveals new information about the interprotein in-
teractions and conformational features associated with have also been used for generating reconstructions of
motor-decorated microtubules [11, 12]. The helical na-the formation of microtubules.
The structural unit of a microtubule is the - tubulin ture of the microtubule provides a series of views from
different angles that can be used to produce a 3D repre-heterodimer. The structure of the dimer was determined
by electron crystallography with crystalline sheets of sentation from a single image, but without imposing
helical symmetry. While this approach has even allowedtubulin that form in the presence of zinc ions [2] and
has recently been refined to 3.5 A˚ resolution [3]. Alpha the identification of the seam in some of the nonhelical
microtubule types, it has not yet yielded higher resolu-and  tubulins share about 40% sequence homology,
and, as expected, their structures are very similar. In- tion than the helical methods.
Structural information about the lateral contacts be-
tween protofilaments is of special importance in under-3 Correspondence: khdowning@lbl.gov
4 Present address: Department of Biology and The Rosenstiel Basic
Medical Sciences Research Center, Brandeis University, Waltham, Key words: tubulin; microtubules; electron crystallography; protein
structure; dynamic instabilityMassachusetts 02454.
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standing the dynamics and regulation of microtubule
assembly and disassembly. In particular, disassembly
of the microtubule is generally understood to result from
a weakening of the lateral interactions, and we would
like to understand in detail both the nature of these
interactions and their possible transitions. The atomic
structure of tubulin, which was determined from two-
dimensional crystals of protofilaments, did not provide
information about the lateral interactions between pro-
tofilaments in microtubules. In the crystals, the protofila-
ments are antiparallel, whereas, in microtubules, they
are parallel. While the longitudinal, intraprotofilament
interactions in the two structures are assumed to be the
same, the lateral interactions between the protofila-
ments must be completely different. In addition, there
may also be conformational differences in tubulin be-
tween the two polymers. We obtained a first model of
the microtubule by docking the atomic structure of the
protofilament into a microtubule reconstruction that had
a nominal resolution of about 20 A˚ [13]. The fit of the
model within the molecular envelope was very good,
giving information about the relative orientations and
interactions between adjacent dimers. More recently,
reconstructions at higher resolution [10, 14] allowed
some refinement of the docking. However, none of these
reached the sub-10 A˚ resolution necessary to identify
elements of secondary structure and, thereby, to char-
acterize conformational differences between the zinc
sheet and microtubule protofilaments.
Advances in the methodology of single-particle recon-
structions have made it feasible to consider this ap-
proach to obtaining resolution better than 10 A˚ with
microtubules, by treating each image as a string of single
particles. This approach allows one to take account of
distortions within a single microtubule that limit resolu-
tion with helical processing. Using a combination of
single-particle and crystallographic image processing
methods, we have obtained a microtubule reconstruc-
tion at 8 A˚ resolution. Most of the  helices in the dimer
structure can be identified in this map, providing a very
strong constraint in placement of the atomic structure.
This docking gives an improved picture of the interpro-
tofilament interactions and suggests some conforma-
tional differences in tubulin between microtubules and
Zn sheets.
Results
Microtubule Images and CTF Determination
The selection of microtubules with a defined number of
protofilaments from images of ice-embedded samples
is fairly straightforward when the defocus is high enough
to give maximum contrast. The superposition of protofil-
aments on the top and bottom of a microtubule pro-
duces a distinctive moire pattern in the projection image
that can be used to determine the type of most microtu-
Figure 1. Part of a Typical Microtubule Image, Recorded with a
Defocus of about 1 m
Boxes indicate 320  320 pixel segments that have been cut out
of the image.
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bules [5]. However, the contrast in our low-defocus im-
ages recorded at 400 kV (Figure 1) is too low to allow
visual identification of the microtubule type, so selection
was based on optical Fourier transforms. Generally, the
selection process emphasized the strength and com-
pleteness of the second layer line, corresponding to
20 A˚ resolution. In the best images, the optical diffraction
extended to the fourth layer line at 10 A˚ resolution. In
principle, the lack of layer line splitting in the off-meridio-
nal part of the Fourier transform, corresponding to the
moire pattern in the image, should be sufficient to iden-
tify the 13-protofilament microtubules. However, there
was not always a sufficient signal to noise ratio to elimi-
nate non-13-protofilament microtubules, and there were
occasional transitions in the number of protofilaments
along a single microtubule, as well as other defects
[15]. Thus, a second selection was performed on the
microtubules after digitization: the images were com-
pressed by a factor of four along the axis and filtered
to enhance the visibility of the protofilaments in order to
judge by eye whether they contained 13 protofilaments
along the entire length.
Correction for the sign of the contrast transfer function
(CTF) was done before image alignment. The CTF was
determined by first adding the power spectra for all of
the segments along a single microtubule. The resulting
power spectrum was band-pass filtered, and a plot of
the radial average was then fit to a curve representing
the CTF. The error in the defocus is estimated to be less
than 500 A˚, providing an accurate determination of the
CTF out to about 7 A˚ resolution.
Rotational Alignment, Magnification Scaling,
and Segment Averaging
Even in the best images, the microtubules undergo a
significant in-plane curvature that must be corrected
before combining segments. For most helical image pro-
cessing, this is done by fitting a curve along the center
of the object and then straightening the image by inter-
polation on the basis of a spline fit to the curve [16]. Our
approach was to rotationally align each short segment
individually. We found that we could efficiently deter-
Figure 2. Alignment by Radon Transform
(A) Original image segment.
(B) Power spectrum of (A)
(C) Radon transform [17, 18] of power spectrum. The discrete Radon
transform is a series of projections along different angles. Each
horizontal row in the transform (C) corresponds to the projection of
the power spectrum (B) along one direction. With a helical specimen,
projection of the power spectrum along the direction of the layer
lines produces a set of distinct peaks that are identified with a
high signal to noise ratio. Only in the direction perpendicular to the
microtubule axis, corresponding to the row of the transform marked
by the arrow, does the projection have a maximum at the central
position. A simple peak centroid search along the central column
gives the in-plane rotation angle. Peaks also arise from the higher-
order layer lines and are used for magnification scaling. If these
peaks are not clear enough or are more than a preset limit from the
expected positions, the segment is rejected.
(D) Segment after rotational alignment
(E) Average of 28 aligned segments from the micrograph shown in
Figure 1.
(F) Power spectrum of (E).
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mine the orientation to within 0.5 using a Radon trans-
form [17, 18] of the power spectrum of the segment.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the layer lines in the Fourier
transform of each segment give rise to distinct spots
on the Radon transform that can be used to determine
both the in-plane rotation and magnification scaling.
If there is no significant variation in the out of plane
tilt or axial twist of the microtubule within each image,
the rotationally aligned segments can be translationally
aligned by crosscorrelation and then averaged to pro-
duce an image with good signal to noise ratio. One such
average of 28 segments from the microtubule shown in
Figure 1 and its Fourier transform are shown in Figures
2E and 2F. Many structural details are visible in this
picture, and, in the Fourier transform of the average,
there is an identifiable signal up to the fourth layer line,
with isotropic resolution to at least 10 A˚. However, varia-
tions in the out of plane tilt and axial twist prevented
obtaining resolution much beyond 10 A˚.
Figure 3. Correlations between Experimental Maps and Models
Constructed from the Atomic Structure of Tubulin
Reference-Based Alignment The dotted curve represents the average correlation between the
In order to identify the precise orientation of each seg- first 14 microtubule images processed and projections of microtu-
bule models, which were built with the crystal structure at differentment, we turned to a multireference-based alignment
rotation angles around the protofilament axis. The solid curve showsscheme [19]. Given knowledge of the crystallographic
the correlation between the final microtubule map and a 3D densitystructure of the tubulin dimer and a fair idea of how
map calculated from the crystal structure of the dimer, computed
it fits into the microtubule, we had an opportunity to as in [11], as the dimer density is rotated about the protofilament
construct a microtubule reference using the atomic axis.
model, with the caveat that we had to ensure that this
reference would not bias the reconstruction. We assume
that the protofilament structure observed in the crystals
each of these models and the averages of the 14 micro-
is the same as in the microtubules, at least at the current
tubule images. As shown in Figure 3, the correlation
resolution, so that the only two free parameters to be
function showed a clear peak at an angle close to that
determined in constructing the reference are the radius
determined in the original docking [13]. We used the
at which the dimer sits and its rotational angle about the
model that gave the best correlation to generate a set
protofilament axis. The procedure used for determining
of reference images for the multireference alignment.
these parameters and producing the reference is as
The reference images were calculated by projectingfollows.
the model. Projections were taken at 1 intervals, cov-From each of the first 14 microtubule images selected
ering a range of axial rotational angles of 1/13 of a fullfor processing, we constructed individual 3D density
rotation (28) and out of plane tilt angles from 10maps by back projection. Each map was produced by
to 10. At this stage, each individual segment wasgenerating 13 copies of the averaged, CFT-corrected
averaged and reduced to the length of just two mono-segment image from a given microtubule to represent
mers by superimposing 13 copies of the image with axialthe 13 symmetry-related views, with axial shifts to ac-
shifts of one monomer and then cutting out a sectioncount for the rise after each 13-fold rotational operation.
two monomers long from the middle of the resultantThe averaged image of each microtubule had very good
image. This step made subsequent computational stepscontrast and could be roughly centered by visual inspec-
substantially faster. Translational parameters and Eu-tion. This centering was refined manually after examin-
lerian angles were obtained for each of the segmentsing the resultant 3D map (if the image is not exactly
from the maximum correlation with the reference projec-centered on the axis, the reconstruction will have high
tion set.density in the middle, where it should be featureless).
One objective criterion that can be used to validateThis method is objective, as the maps were not affected
the alignment procedure is that both the rotational andin any way by reference models. The correct protofila-
tilt angles should change slowly and continuously alongment radius was obtained by visually comparing each
the microtubule axis. Almost all adjacent segments weremap with a series of microtubule models that were cal-
found to be within 2 of each other, but, on occasion,culated with the crystal structure placed at different
the difference was significantly larger, apparently be-radii. The average radius to the dimer center of mass in
cause of a failure of the alignment. We set a limit ofthese 14 reconstructions was 112 A˚.
3 for the difference in orientation between adjacentIn order to determine the protofilament rotational
segments and excluded those segments whose align-angle, we constructed a series of reference models by
ment was not consistent with their neighbors. This pro-placing the crystal structure at the average radius, at
cedure resulted in rejection of about 300 of the initialdifferent angles around the protofilament axis. The
crosscorrelation was computed between projections of 1500 segments.
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Figure 4. Scaling of Fourier Transform
The solid curve shows the ratio of averaged transform amplitudes
from projections of the map to amplitudes from corresponding pro-
jections of the reference model that was derived from the tubulin
crystal structure. The dotted curve is the reciprocal of a ten-point
running averaging of the projection ratio curve and was used to
scale the transform of the microtubule map with a low pass filter
that removed frequencies above 7 A˚.
Figure 5. Contour Plot of One Section of the Microtubule Density
MapThe Microtubule Map at 8 A˚ Resolution
The section cuts through adjacent monomers 9.4 A˚ apart along theData from 89 microtubule images, comprising 1,200 seg-
axis and is viewed looking from the plus end toward the minus end.ments and about 200,000 monomers, were combined
Positions of several of the  helices in the crystal structure are
to produce the final map. About half of the selected marked.
microtubules had orientation angles around the axis
within 2 of either 0 or 14, since these angles produce
the most symmetric diffraction and were thus strongly than comparable curves shown in similar work [20]. The
dotted curve is the reciprocal of a ten-point runningfavored in the selection process. The rest were uniformly
distributed in the rest of the 0–28 range. The map average of the projection ratio (solid) curve and was
used to scale the microtubule map, with a low-pass filtercalculation was performed in two steps, avoiding the
need to generate the 13 equivalent views for each seg- that effectively removed frequencies above 7 A˚. Over
the resolution range from about 40 to 8 A˚, the falloff canment. First, back projection was used to reconstruct a
map with information from only the angular range from 0 be approximated by a function of the form exp(B/d2 ),
with B  75 A˚2, demonstrating that these images are ofto 28 around the axis. This map was then symmetrized
according to the 13-fold helical operation that places high quality compared to those of many other cryomi-
croscopy studies [20].one monomer 40.6/13 A˚ along the axis from the previous
one, with a rotation of 4  360/13 around the axis. As a test of the correspondence between our recon-
struction and the reference model, we again calculatedIterative refinement is a standard part of single-particle
work, but two more cycles of correlation with new refer- correlations between the map and various models built
with different protofilament rotational angles. The re-ence projections from the previous cycle maps did not
result in significant change or improvement. The failure sults (data not shown) demonstrate that the rotation
used in the model indeed gives the best fit to the result.of the map to improve with this type of refinement is
understandable, as we started out with a very good To see that the choice of the model did not bias the
reconstruction toward that model, we used a new modelmicrotubule model based on the crystal structure.
In order to determine an appropriate curve for scaling with protofilaments rotated 90 as the reference in com-
puting a new reconstruction. The resulting map wasthe Fourier transform of the reconstruction to compen-
sate for the normal resolution-dependent falloff in ampli- virtually the same as that with the correct model, except
for a somewhat higher noise level.tudes, we compared the Fourier transforms of several
sections and projections of the map and the reference Figure 5 shows a contour plot from one section of the
final microtubule map. This representation gives a sensebuilt from the crystal structure of tubulin. The results
are shown in Figure 4. The solid curve is the ratio of of the signal to noise ratio as well as the wealth of
structural details in the map. Sections through adjacentamplitudes from projections of the map and model. Ra-
tios of x and z sections gave essentially identical curves. molecules around the microtubule wall represent views
of sections spaced 9.4 A˚ apart in the axial direction.The peak in the 20–30 A˚-resolution range and the low
value near the origin arise from the average CTF of the Alpha helices that run both roughly parallel to the axis
and within the plane of the section are particularly wellimages used, with CTF oscillations at higher resolution
washed out by the variations in defocus among the resolved. Positions of some of the helices in the tubulin
structure are marked.images. Because the data for the curve come from the
relatively small number of points along the layer lines Figure 6 shows surface-rendered views of the map.
Figure 6A is an overall view in which a number of well-in the Fourier transform, this curve is noticeably noisier
Structure
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Figure 6. Surface Views of the Map
(A) Overall view, with the plus end of the mi-
crotubule toward the top.
(B and C) Views from the inside and outside,
respectively, with a ribbon model of the re-
fined atomic structure [3] (Protein Data Bank
ID 1JFF) embedded. Helix numbers are marked
to aid in orientation. The figure was prepared
with AVS (Advanced Visual Systems, Wal-
tham, MA)
defined, tubular densities can be seen. This level of To quantify the accuracy of this docking, we calcu-
lated the crosscorrelation between the map and a modeldetail allows docking of the atomic structure of the pro-
tein with a very high degree of precision in the position. density computed from the crystal structure as the
model was moved around within the map, as describedFigures 6B and 6C are views of one dimer in which a
ribbon diagram of the crystal structure has been docked, earlier [13]. As shown in Figure 3, the rotational angle
is well defined to about 	2, while, in x, y, and z, theseen from the inside and outside of the microtubule,
respectively. Most of the prominent features of the map position is accurate to about 1 A˚ (data not shown).
The Fourier shell correlation (FSC) and differentialcorrespond to helices of the structure, as marked. Ex-
cept for helix H6 and the loop that connects it to H7, phase residual (DPR) are commonly used as measures
of resolution in single particle reconstructions by elec-the ribbon diagram fits well within density at the isosur-
face level used in this figure. tron microscopy [21, 22]. We have calculated these mea-
Microtubule Structure at 8 A˚ Resolution
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the atomic model can be obtained by docking the crystal
structure of the tubulin dimer within our 8 A˚ microtubule
map. At this resolution,  helices are readily visible,
making docking highly precise. Figures 8A and 8B show
areas of well-defined density (red mesh) that enclose
-helical segments (blue backbone traces). These re-
gions provide strong constraints for placement of the
atomic model and demonstrate that the conformation
of tubulin is overall the same in the Zn sheets and micro-
tubules.
Figure 9A is a view from the inside of the microtubule,
including the region of the lateral interface between pro-
tofilaments. The M loop, which was previously identified
as a critical element in the interface [13], correspondsFigure 7. Evaluation of Resolution and Similarity to Model
to well-defined density in the present microtubule recon-Fourier shell correlation (FSC) and differential phase residual (DPR)
are calculated between the resultant map and the model built from struction. However, there are small, but significant, dif-
the crystal structure. The dashed curve represents the expected ferences in this region between microtubules and Zn
value of the FSC in the absence of signal. For random data, the sheets. The upper part of the M loop appears to be
DPR reaches 104 [21]. shifted downward in the microtubule structure. While
this change is about at the limit of our detectability
sures of similarity between the experimental density with the present resolution and signal to noise ratio,
map and the reference model derived from the crystal conformational differences in this region are expected
structure, as shown in Figure 7. The dashed curve indi- and are of particular interest, since the interprotofila-
cates the statistically expected error level in the FSC, ment interactions are different in the sheets and microtu-
calculated at 10.8 
, which corresponds to the usual 3 bules. Downward shifting of part of this loop would result

 curve when the 13-fold symmetry is taken into ac- in the widening of the “holes” in the microtubule wall.
count. The FSC drops to 0.5 at 9 A˚ resolution and This is potentially relevant to understanding the rapid
crosses the 3 
 curve at 7 A˚, giving two similar values access of ligands to the luminal surface of the microtu-
for the resolution according to two criteria in common bule (see below).
usage. Also, the DPR is below 90 out to about 8 A˚, Our microtubule reconstruction shows a clear density
while the value expected for random noise is 104 [23]. in the region that is occupied in the atomic model by
We note that these may be overly conservative mea- Taxol in -tubulin and the B9-B10 loop in -tubulin. The
sures of resolution, since, as discussed below, we find location of Taxol near the M loop suggested that its
evidence that the tubulin structure is not precisely the stabilizing effect is likely to involve the inducement or
same in the microtubule as it is in the crystal. stabilization of an M loop conformation that favors the
interprotofilament interaction [13, 24, 25]. In Zn sheets,
Discussion the M loop interacts across the interface with helices
H12 and H5, while, in microtubules, it interacts with helix
Single-Particle Approach H3 and the long, N-terminal H1-S2 loop. Although the
to Microtubule Structure elements with which the M loop interacts are completely
The application of single-particle methods to microtu- different in Zn sheets and microtubules [3], Taxol has
bules has allowed averaging of a sufficient number of the same stabilizing effect on both. Thus, it is likely that
images to produce a density map at a resolution of the M loop has been fixed by Taxol in similar, extended
about 8 A˚, within which we can identify much of tubulin’s conformations in both of these polymers.
secondary structure. Working at a resolution lower than In Zn sheets, the H1-S2 loop is poorly resolved. In the
about 7 A˚ allows us to ignore the differences between electron crystallographic studies of the sheets, this long
 and  monomers. Even with some anticipated differ- loop was in direct contact with the carbon support in
ences between the crystal and microtubule structures, every second protofilament along the sheet. This may
we can use a reference for particle alignment that is have introduced variable distortions resulting in loss of
constructed from the atomic structure. Since this refer- resolution, although the possibility that the loop was
ence is used for alignment of the image segments, but disordered to start with cannot be discarded. In our
not the protofilaments within the segments, the model recent refined structure of tubulin, we could trace this
produces no noticeable bias toward itself in the recon- loop for -tubulin, but not for -tubulin [3]. In the present
struction process. On the other hand, calculating the microtubule map, there is very strong density for this
FSC between the model and reconstruction gives a con- part of the structure, as has been seen in previous,
servative estimate for the resolution, since the tubulin lower-resolution reconstructions [6–10, 14]. The strong
conformation used in making the model may be slightly density in this region is most likely due to the stabiliza-
different from the conformation in the microtubule. tion of the H1-S2 loop through its interaction with the
M loop of the neighboring molecule (also notice that, in
Structure of Tubulin in Microtubules Versus this case, there was no carbon support and that this
that in Zinc Sheets region is close to the lumen and far from any surface that
A detailed comparison of the structures of tubulin within could produce distortion during specimen preparation).
Our studies identify this N-terminal loop as a principalthe microtubule and within the Zn sheets used to obtain
Structure
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Figure 8. Two Views from the Outside of the
Microtubule Showing the Fit between the Tu-
bulin Structure and the Map
(A) The region including helices H11 and H12.
(B) The region of helices H3, H4, and H5.
partner of the M loop for contacts between protofila- the precise conformation of both the M loop and the
H1-S2 loop are expected in the microtubule, the figurements in the microtubule. Figure 9B is an axial view
of the interface between protofilaments. The density shows that there is a fair degree of complementarity
across the interface.corresponding to H3 is farther from the M loop than in
our previous docking, resulting from a rotation of the Previously, we had attributed much of the interproto-
filament interaction to helix H3. We now find that theprotofilament by about 5 from the orientation described
earlier. This orientation, similar to what has been found N-terminal H1-S2 loop (N loop) plays a more substantive
role. This may help to understand some features of mi-in more recent work [10, 14, 26], suggests a more periph-
eral role for H3 in the formation of the lateral interface. crotubule dynamics. While most of the differences
among tubulin isotypes are found in the C terminus,Figure 10 shows the interacting surfaces of two crystal
structures docked into adjacent protofilaments. They there is a cluster of residues in the N loop region that
vary among  tubulin isotypes. This cluster is positionedare colored to show charge and hydrophobicity of the
side chains at the surface. Although some change in just at the region of the interprotofilament interaction
Microtubule Structure at 8 A˚ Resolution
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Figure 9. Detail of the Fit between the Tu-
bulin Structure and the Map
(A) A view from the inside of the microtubule,
showing the M- and N-terminal loop region.
(B) A view from the plus end showing interpro-
tofilament interactions.
with the M loop, as shown in Figure 10, and it is possible Figures 5, 9A, and 10 show that the interaction be-
tween protofilaments occurs mainly toward the luminalthat the amino acid differences at this point play a critical
role in determining the different dynamic properties of side of the apposing protofilament surfaces. With the
changes in angle that accompany increasing the numberthe purified isotypes [27] as well as the different sensitiv-
ities to drugs, such as Taxol [28]. Relating the isotype of protofilaments in a microtubule, the interactions in-
volving helix H3, H10, and other elements at higher ra-sequence differences to the different responses to
Taxol, in particular, supports the hypothesis that a major dius become more pronounced. While the increasing
surface area involved may contribute to enhanced sta-part of the effect of Taxol lies in stabilizing a conforma-
tion of the M loop that favors the interprotofilament bility of this interaction, the upper limit in protofilament
number may be set by the requirement to maintain theinteraction. The proximity of these isotype-specific resi-
dues to the Taxol binding site suggests that it may even- angle small enough to avoid stress on the M loop-H1-
S2 loop interaction.tually be possible to develop isotype-specific drugs that
would overcome the clinical problem of drug resistance The most prominent structural difference between the
conformation of tubulin in our microtubule structure andthat arises from alterations in tubulin isotype levels dur-
ing treatment [29]. the crystallographic model appears at the end of the
Structure
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Figure 10. Surface of Interaction between
Protofilaments
The protofilaments containing a backbone
worm representation of the crystal structure
are rotated 90 apart, as indicated, to show
the M loop with helices H6, H9, and H10 (right)
and the N-terminal loop and H3 (left). Regions
of each surface of  tubulin within 4 A˚ of the
opposite surface are colored as follows: red,
positively charged side chains; blue, nega-
tively charged side chains; yellow, hydropho-
bic residues; green, uncharged polar resi-
dues. Residues 57–59 are indicated in
magenta on the left panel, and Taxol is shown
in orange behind the M loop in the right panel.
This figure was prepared with Grasp [36].
nucleotide binding region, in helix H6 and the H6-H7 are extremely rapid. Diaz et al. [31] initially proposed
that Taxol gets into the microtubule through transientloop. The N-terminal end of H6 is directly in contact with
the guanine moiety of the nucleotide, and the helix runs openings between protofilaments but later saw the
same binding speed to microtubules that had beenaway from the nucleotide binding domain and toward
the second domain. Thus, this helix is part of a peptide crosslinked and were not expected to open [32]. The
apparent mobility of the H6 module in our present micro-segment that has been proposed to act as a hinge,
allowing the nucleotide binding domain and the interme- tubule structure has the consequence that the pore in
the wall is large enough, approximately 17 A˚ across, todiate domain to rotate after GTP hydrolysis [24, 30]. In
the crystal structure, H6 and the loop connecting it to allow the passage of molecules of the size of Taxol.
The small shift of the M loop in microtubules relativethe core H7 helix form a small module that is mostly
separated from the main body of the monomer. In the to the Zn sheets reflects some of the polymorphism in
tubulin polymers. It has been reported that, when theZn sheets this small domain was well resolved [2], being
stabilized by contacts with helix H4 of the adjacent mole- Zn sheets roll up to form macrotubes, at slightly higher
pH, there is an axial offset of about 6 A˚ between protofila-cule and, more importantly, with the upper three amino
acids of the M loop [3]. In the microtubule there is no ments [33]. Also, a slight shift in the relative positions
of the adjacent protofilaments was observed when Taxolinteraction of this segment across the protofilament in-
terface. Furthermore, the microtubule structure sug- was added to reassembled microtubules [34]. These
effects could all be attributed to small shifts in the Mgests that the upper part of the M loop is shifted down-
ward, away from H6. The loss of density for H6 and the loop.
following loop may be a consequence of this apparent
lack of stabilizing contact. Thus, it seems that this region Biological Implications
may be flexible in the microtubule. Alternatively, there
may be some displacement that follows nucleotide hy- The structural design of the microtubule is remarkable
in terms of its biological functions. The surface displaysdrolysis in -tubulin, resulting in different positions for
this segment in the two monomers, making the density a surprisingly large number of binding sites, with numer-
ous MAPs binding to the outside surface and a multitudeweaker when averaged. This hypothesis agrees with the
notion that this region is key in larger conformational of small ligands binding to the inside [35]. Our present
understanding is that, normally, dynamics are regulateddifferences between the GTP- and GDP-bound forms
of tubulin, even though it is positioned at the end of the by proteins that interact with the outside surface or the
ends of the microtubule, while the natural compoundsnucleotide away from the phosphates [24], but is not
supported by the crystal structure, in which this region that can pass through the wall to bind on the inner
surface are generally poisons that may be used in chemi-appears well defined and very similar for both GTP-
bound -tubulin and GDP-bound -tubulin. cal defense. Further characterization of microtubule
structure and these binding sites should play an impor-In conclusion, it seems that, in Zn sheets, contacts
between the M loop and helix H6 within the same mole- tant role in enhancing our understanding of cell cycle
control.cule may stabilize both of them. In microtubules, the M
loop conformation is slightly different, so it loses the The success of our approach to microtubule structure
shows that tubular or helical structures can, in somecontact with H6, rendering the helix more mobile. As an
alternative, the lack of the contact of H6 with the adja- cases, be better treated as strings of single particles
than as helices. This method has great potential for othercent protofilament may result in a flexible H6 region that
then does not effectively interact with the M loop, which ordered protein assemblies where distortions or other
effects limit the use of helical methods. The essentialthen moves down in the microtubule structure. In any
case, a flexible H6 module would increase the effective requirement is that the image be segmented into regions
that are large enough so that they can be accuratelysize of the holes in the microtubule wall, enhancing the
diffusion of small ligands into the microtubule lumen. aligned, but small enough to avoid distortions within the
segments. With the greatly improved resolution of theIt has been a puzzle that, while Taxol binds to the
inside of the microtubule, its binding and exchange rates present map, we have extended our understanding of
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